Abstract-Based on the Kirchhoff's thin plate hypothesis and static equilibrium of element, the governing differential equations of curved orthotropic plate in polar coordinates which is subjected to normal and tangential surface load are derived. According to the governing differential equations and boundary conditions, analytical solutions of displacements and internal forces for a simple supported curved plate on slope(longitudinal gradient is β) under vertical uniform distribution load are obtained. With the computer program based on the formula, the results of the displacements and internal forces for the bridge under given conditions are achieved. The results showed that the bending behavior was not affected by the tangential components when β is small. The differential equations for bending analysis and their solutions represent a new way for describing a simple supported curved bridge on slope.
INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of studies [1] on the application of the theory of curved orthotropic plate for the analysis of curved bridge, but the different studies are somewhat similar for the complication of the problem and the detailed report [2] were taken. In this paper, based on the static equilibrium condition, the bending differential equations of the curved orthotropic plate under normal and tangential loads are obtained and the bending problem for the curved bridge on slope under vertical loads is solved with the equations.
II.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS Drawing a parallel between the superstructure of curved bridges on slope and the orthotropic plate according with Kirchhoff's. hypotheses to solve the problem of curved plate quasi-static equilibrium. To solve the problem of the curved bridge on slope, first we select the Cartesian coordinates xyz and let the middle surface coincide with the xoy plane and replace the tangential surface forces of the plate with the forces on the middle surface and the moments, and propose a free body diagram as shown in Fig. 1 . The governing equations are established with the static equilibrium of the forces and the moments in different direction, after rearrangement we have, Substituting equation [3] into equation [2] , obtain
Equation [1] and equation [2' ] are the static equilibrium equations of the curved bridge under the forces on the middle and the solution for the plane stress problem can be given from the equations with coordinate compatibility conditions and boundary conditions [6] , which are not discussed here.
From equations [5] and [6] , obtain In the polar coordinates the expression [7] for the internal forces and reactions of the orthotropic plate are 
Where   [15]
Considering simply supported curved bridge on slope of single span, the boundary conditions for equation [15] are that two radial sides are simply supported and two curved sides are supported free, i.e.
For the simply supported sides, we have
For the free side, we have 
Hence   

Substituting the above expressions into equations 
Where the coefficients and constant terms 
T are real roots, i.e. The deflection differential equations in polar coordinates for orthotropic curved plate under normal and tangential surface loads were derived, which can be used for the bending analysis of material or structure orthotropic curved plate and develop a new way for the computation of curved bridge on slope.
(2) From the solution, the tangential components of loads for curved bridge on slope under vertical u.d.l. do not effect bending behavior of the bridge, since the solution is given under small deformation hypothesis. For the bridge on deeper slope, middle surface force is larger and the interaction between the middle surface force and bending effect must be considered.
(3) The solution can be degenerated into the solution for isotropic curved plate and the approximate solution for orthotropic curved plate in engineering.
(4) In the paper, only simply supported curved plate on slope under vertical u.d.l. is considered. For other boundary conditions (fixed and or continuous to multispan) and complex loading condition, the analysis is different. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This paper is supported by the fund from basic research project of ministry of communications of China (Project No. 2013 319 812 100).
